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ABSTRACT Intracellular liquid–liquid phase separation (LLPS) enables the formation of biomolecular condensates, such
as ribonucleoprotein granules, which play a crucial role in the spatiotemporal organization of biomolecules (e.g., proteins and
RNAs). Here, we introduce a patchy-particle–polymer model to investigate LLPS of protein–RNA mixtures. We demonstrate that,
at low to moderate concentrations, RNA enhances the stability of RNA-binding protein (RBP) condensates because it increases
the molecular connectivity of the condensed-liquid phase. Importantly, we find that RNA can also accelerate the nucleation
stage of phase separation. Additionally, we asses how the capacity of RNA to increase the stability of condensates is modulated
by the relative protein–protein/protein–RNA binding strengths. We find that phase separation and multiphase organization of
multicomponent condensates is favored when the RNA binds with higher affinity to the lower valency proteins in the mixture,
than to the cognate higher valency proteins. Collectively, our results shed light on the roles of RNA in ribonucleoprotein granule
formation and the internal structuring of stress granules.
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SIGNIFICANCE The interior of cells contains several membraneless compartments that are composed of proteins and
RNA. These compartments are formed and sustained by LLPS. Here, we introduce a minimal coarse-grained model to study
LLPS of protein–RNA mixtures. We find that RNA can increase the stability of phase-separated compartments by enhancing
the molecular connectivity of proteins. Additionally, our results show that RNA actively recruits proteins—accelerating the
nucleation and fusion stages of LLPS. Interestingly, we find that spatial segregation within protein–RNA compartments is
controlled by fine-tuning the interaction strengths and stoichiometries of components. Our model, therefore, provides a
useful tool for building a comprehensive mechanistic and thermodynamic view of protein–RNA LLPS.
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1 INTRODUCTION29

In recent years, it has become clear that liquid–liquid phase30

separation (LLPS) is responsible for the formation of mem-31

braneless organelles, including P granules and nuclear bod-32

ies (NBs) (1–4). These cellular bodies, often referred to as33

biomolecular condensates, display liquid-like properties, such34

as the ability to flow, coalesce, and drip (5–9), and are thought35

to self-assemble via condensation of proteins and other macro-36

molecules in the cytoplasm and nucleoplasm. Specifically,37

multidomain proteins (5, 8, 10) and those comprising intrin-38

sically disordered regions (IDRs) (11–14) have been shown39

to undergo LLPS, both in vitro and in cells. LLPS is mainly40

driven by multivalent protein–protein interactions (15, 16);41

for example, several phase-separating proteins possess low42

complexity domains (LCDs) that foster protein–protein con-43

densation (2, 17, 18). Interactions with RNA (19–23) have44

been shown to strongly mediate LLPS; indeed, the vast ma-45

jority of membraneless organelles [including nucleoli (19,46

24, 25), stress granules (26, 27), P granules (13, 20, 28), and47

processing bodies (29, 30)] are ribonucleoprotein (RNP) gran-48

ules (31–35), consisting of RNA and RNA-binding proteins49

(RBPs) (36). A central goal of the present work is to further50

elucidate one of the potential mechanisms by which RNA51

can enhance (or inhibit) LLPS and obtain predictive rules52

governing the composition of protein–RNA condensates.53

In vitro experiments reveal that, although condensates are54

multicomponent systems, only a small subset of components55

may be required for LLPS (24, 37). For example, P granules56

are made up of several RNA and protein molecules; however,57

LAF-1 (a protein found in P granules) can self-associate58

into droplets that resemble P granules in vitro (13). In some59

cases, macromolecules that undergo LLPS may bind to and60
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recruit other molecules to phase-separated droplets. Land-61

mark work by Banani and collaborators (38) showed that62

polySUMO and polySIM proteins assembled into droplets63

when mixed, and subsequently recruited fluorescently labeled64

SIM and SUMO monomers, respectively, to the condensates.65

Components, such as polySUMO and polySIM, that drive66

LLPS are often classified as ‘scaffolds’, and molecules that67

partition into droplets formed by scaffolds (e.g., SIM and68

SUMO monomers) are termed ‘clients’ (38). Scaffold and69

client stoichiometric ratios, valencies, and binding affinities70

have been postulated as crucial in compositional control of71

membraneless organelles (38).72

Importantly, RNA molecules can be selectively recruited73

to condensates, and this recruitment is tuned by several factors74

including RNA length, flexibility, and shape (12, 22, 39, 40).75

For instance, some RNA-binding proteins contain structured76

RNA-binding regions—including certain RNA recognition77

motifs (RRMs) and zinc fingers—that bind to specific RNA78

sequences and drive phase separation (22, 41). In other cases,79

RBPs recruit RNA in a nonspecific manner (e.g., via IDRs80

and arginine rich regions) (20, 36, 42); thereby, partitioning81

RNA molecules into phase-separated droplets. Still several82

RBPs may contain sites for both specific and nonspecific83

RNA-binding (36, 41, 43, 44). Accordingly, RNA polymers84

tend to mimic LCDs—exhibiting multivalence character and85

high propensity for adopting numerous conformations that86

promote condensation (23). In general, RNA valence increases87

with length, and longer RNAs have been found to drive stress88

granule formation (26). Additionally, the RBP-to-RNA ratio89

is also very important; with the high RNA ratios suppressing90

LLPS and lower RNA concentrations promoting LLPS of91

several proteins (21, 36, 41, 43, 45). In the latter case, RNA92

molecules may essentially act as scaffolds for LLPS. To better93

understand the interplay between these and other factors, we,94

therefore, require biophysical models that can investigate the95

phase behavior of RBP–RNA mixtures.96

Polymer physics provides key rules for predicting phase97

behavior of polymeric systems (46). For a given homopolymer–98

solvent mixture, the system produces two phases (i.e., a dense,99

polymer-rich phase and a dilute, solvent-rich phase) when100

the enthalpy of mixing exceeds the entropy of mixing. Flory-101

Huggins Theory quantifies the entropic and enthalpic terms102

of such systems and estimates the critical condition for phase103

separation (47, 48). Subsequent to these works, analytical (14,104

49–56) and mean-field theoretical approaches (57–60) have105

been developed to study phase behavior of charged polymers106

and IDPs. Additionally, sequence-dependent continuum mod-107

els (61–65) have been designed for probing biomolecular108

phase behavior. These models have proved extremely use-109

ful in identifying correlations between protein sequence and110

LLPS. Minimal continuum models (66–74) (including patchy-111

particle models) (68–73) and lattice-based approaches (16,112

75–79) (notably “stickers-and-spacers” representations) (16,113

75, 77) have significantly complemented and augmented114

these studies—revealing concentration-dependent features of115

multicomponent protein systems, aiding in the design of ex-116

perimental studies on phase behavior, and accessing complete117

phase diagrams. The study of phase diagrams of biopolymer118

systems provides valuable insight in the various factors that119

influence phase separation. However, measuring complete120

phase diagrams is time consuming and the study of biomolec-121

ular phase behavior at atomic resolution is computationally122

expensive. Hence, approaches that simultaneously preserve123

important molecular and physicochemical details of LLPS124

and capture observable phase behavior in an efficient manner125

are appealing; since, they can be implemented at moderate126

computational cost.127

Here we develop a simple coarse-grained approach that128

approximates key features of phase-separating RBPs and129

their RNA counterparts. The model is simple enough to per-130

mit simulation of phase transitions in mixtures containing131

thousands of proteins at low computational cost; it can be132

conveniently implemented; and it does not require extensive133

optimization of parameter sets. Using this minimal model,134

we investigate the effect of adding an RNA-like polymer to a135

pure RBP system. We find that the RNA polymer enhances136

the connectivity of RBPs and increases the critical tempera-137

ture for phase separation. These results are consistent with138

experiments, where RNA was found to decrease the critical139

concentration for LLPS in RBP–RNA mixtures (21, 36, 41,140

43). Additionally, we demonstrate that RNA-like polymers ac-141

celerate the nucleation stage of protein condensate formation.142

We then study competition and cooperative effects in multi-143

component protein–RNA mixtures, and demonstrate how the144

droplet composition is tuned by the valencies, stoichiometries,145

and relative interaction strengths of the molecular compo-146

nents. Taken together, our work demonstrates the usefulness147

of minimal coarse-grained models in obtaining general rules148

governing RNA-driven LLPS and suggests possible molecular149

mechanisms involved in intracellular phase separation.150

2 METHODS151

Minimal coarse-grained model152

We have developed a minimal coarse-grained model for153

RBPs that captures their multivalency (80) and RNA-binding154

ability—the two essential characteristics for LLPS of RBP–155

RNA mixtures—and can probe condensed-matter properties156

of biomolecular phase separation in an efficient manner. A157

key advantage of our approach is that all the potentials in158

our minimal protein model are continuous, and can be con-159

veniently implemented in parallelised molecular dynamics160

(MD) software, which allows us to investigate systems of161

up to ten thousand proteins. Additionally, the design of the162

model eliminates the need for optimizing and storing extensive163

parameter sets, which ensures its utility and portability.164

Our minimal model represents RBPs as hard spheres (of165

molecular diameter f = 3.405Å) decorated with attractive166

patches or “stickers” on their surface (Fig. 1A). We model167
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Figure 1: Obtaining phase diagrams of mixtures of RBPs and RNA. (A) Patchy-particle–polymer model for simulating
interactions between proteins and RNAs. RNA is modeled as a (hard-sphere) self-avoiding polymer. RBPs are represented
by hard spheres decorated with attractive patches. (B) Phase diagrams computed in terms of inverse inter-protein interaction
strength (�2

'�%
/�?A>C–?A>C ; �2'�% is the critical inverse protein–protein interaction strength of the pure RBP) and volume

fraction of the RBP (i.e., q'�%). In each system, 1000 RBPs were used, along with = (= = 0,1,2,3) chains of a 40-mer RNA.
The densities of the dilute and condense phases are estimated from the density profiles, as described in the main text and SI
Appendix Fig. S1. Horizontal error bars represent the standard deviations in the coexisting volume fractions. (C) Snapshots of
direct coexistence simulations of RBP (top) and RBP+RNA (3x40-mer) mixture (bottom) at �2

'�%
/�?A>C–?A>C ≈ 1.05. (D)

Residue-level coarse-grained representations of PolyU RNA and RBP FUS. In the model, each protein residue or nucleic acid
is represented as a single bead (see text and SI Appendix for details). (E) Phase diagrams computed in terms of temperature
()/)2

�*(
; )2
�*(

is the critical temperature of pure FUS) and density of FUS (d�*(). In each system, 24 chains of FUS were
used, along with = (= = 0,1,2,3) chains of PolyU 175 nucleotides (nt) long. The densities of the dilute and condense phases are
estimated from the density profiles, as described in the SI Appendix. Horizontal error bars represent standard deviations in the
coexisting densities. (F) Snapshots of direct coexistence simulations of pure FUS (top) and FUS+PolyU (3x175 nt) mixture
(bottom) at )/)2

�*(
≈ 1.00. In phase diagrams, individual critical values of the inverse �?A>C–?A>C (�2) or ) ()2) are estimated

by fitting the differences in q'�% or d�*( (as described in ref. (80)), and corresponding critical q'�% or d�*( are derived by
assuming that the law of rectilinear diameters and critical exponents (81) hold in the vicinity of �2 or )2 . Uncertainties in the
estimation of critical values (error bars) are obtained by performing the fitting procedure on three independent data sets.
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two types of RBPs: (1) those that can drive phase separa-168

tion via homotypic RBP–RBP interactions and, hence, act169

as scaffolds, and (2) those whose homotypic interactions are170

insufficient to drive phase separation and, hence, act as clients171

that are recruited into condensates via their interactions with172

the scaffolds. Based on our previous work exploring the role173

of valency in protein LLPS (80), we set three attractive LLPS-174

binding sites per scaffold RBP (3-valency RBPs), and two per175

client RBP (2-valency RBPs); this simple distinction allows176

us to capture the essential difference in the phase behavior177

between scaffolds and clients. Althoughmany proteins, includ-178

ing RBPs, that undergo LLPS possess intrinsically disordered179

regions (11–14, 16, 82), our model captures the effects of180

protein multivalency and, therefore, approximates the way181

in which intrinsically disordered proteins interact with each182

other (72) and with RNA.183

RNA molecules contain negatively charged sugar-184

phosphate backbones, and therefore tend to behave as self-185

avoiding polymers. Hence, as an extension to our previ-186

ous work (80), we represent single-stranded unstructured187

RNAs (i.e., A- or U-rich with negligible base-pairing proba-188

bility) as flexible, self-avoiding polymers (i.e., chains of hard189

spheres (83)) that interact with the minimal RBPs via attrac-190

tive interactions (Fig. 1A). The weak attractive interactions191

between patchy “RBP” particles and polymers typify RBP–192

RNA interactions observed in biomolecular condensates (20,193

21, 36, 41–43).194

Direct coexistence simulations195

We employ direct coexistence simulations (84–86) to compute196

the phase diagrams of the protein–RNA mixtures; i.e., both197

liquid phases are simulated via MD in the same simulation198

box (80). Specifically, we measure the volume fraction of the199

protein (Fig. 1B) in each phase as a function of the protein–200

protein interaction strength. The volume fraction of the RBP201

(q'�%) in a phase is defined as q'�% = #+'�%/+ ∝ �'�%;202

where # is the total number of RBPs, +'�% is the molecular203

volume of an RBP [i.e., 4/3 c(f/2)3], + is the total system204

volume, and �'�% is the concentration). LLPS in cells occur205

over narrow temperature ranges, therefore, we assess the206

phase behavior of our mixtures by varying the inter-protein207

interaction strengths (�?A>C–?A>C ) at a fixed temperature.208

At a given value of the inter-protein interaction strength,209

the system is simulated until the potential energy and the210

density profile along the box long axis have converged (SI211

Appendix Fig. S1A). LLPS is then marked by the presence of212

sharp interfaces (SI Appendix Fig. S1B). The volume fractions213

of the protein-rich and protein-poor phase are then computed214

by averaging the volume fractions (i.e., from the density215

profile) for the respective phases, excluding regions near the216

interfaces (SI Appendix Fig. S1B).217

Hence, for a particular protein, the compositions of the218

coexisting protein-rich and protein-poor phases define the219

range of volume fractions (or concentrations) for which LLPS220

takes place (Fig. 1B). Having established this reference phase221

diagram, we then assess the effect of adding an RNA-like222

polymer or different proteins on the location of the phase223

boundaries (Fig. 1B and C). This approach allows us to224

obtain general rules for how proteins and RNA molecules225

may partition into two-liquid phases.226

Further details of our patchy-particle model (80) and227

the simulation parameters used are found in SI Appendix,228

Sections I and II.229

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION230

Minimal model validation231

Many proteins that undergo homotypic LLPS have been232

shown to participate in multivalent heterotypic interactions233

with RNA that also facilitate LLPS (36, 41, 43). For example,234

Molliex and coworkers (43) showed that, while RBP hnRNPA1235

was able to phase-separate on its own, LLPS of hnRNPA1236

was significantly enhanced in the presence of RNA. This237

effect was marked by a dramatic decrease in the concentration238

of hnRNPA1 required for phase separation (43). Similar239

results were also reported by Lin and colleagues (36). RNA240

has also been shown to drive droplet formation of RBP241

Whi3 (22, 41) and PGL-3 protein (20) at physiological protein242

concentrations.243

We first employ our minimal model to probe the ef-244

fects of adding RNA at low to moderate concentrations (i.e.,245

q'# �/q'�% < 15%) on the phase boundary of a single type246

of RNA binding protein (i.e., a trivalent RBP). The protein can247

self-associate via three binding sites on its surface and, as such,248

serves as a prototype for proteins that exhibit homotypically-249

driven LLPS. At different inter-protein interaction strengths250

(i.e., 11.5 ≤ �?A>C–?A>C ≤ 14 :�)), we compute the phase251

boundaries of the pure protein system (Fig. 1B). We then252

calculate the coexistence curve and the minimal interaction253

strength needed for phase separation (i.e., the critical point; at254

�?A>C–?A>C∼10.786 :�)). Above the critical point the pure255

protein system forms a single well-mixed phase (Fig. 1C,256

top panel). At larger interaction strengths (i.e., below the257

critical point), the system separates into a protein-rich and258

protein-poor phase (Fig. 1B).259

We then add a polymer that mimics an intrinsically dis-260

ordered RNA chain (i.e., a self-avoiding (83) fully flexible261

polymer made up of 40 monomeric units; 1x40-mer) that inter-262

acts with the RBPs via moderately weak attractive interactions263

(�?A>C–'# �∼3 :�)). We choose this polymer length, since264

it allows us to achieve a low RNA-to-protein concentration265

(i.e., ∼4–12% RNA) that is consistent with experiments (20,266

36, 43), while obtaining marked trends for how RNA affects267

protein LLPS. We then simulate the new RBP–RNA mixture268

above the critical point of the pure system (Fig. 1B), where269

the RBP can no longer sustain LLPS on its own. Note that270

to assess directly how effectively the RBP condenses in the271

presence of the RNA-like polymer, we compute our phase272
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diagrams in terms of the volume fraction of the RBP, as op-273

posed to assessing the combined volume fraction of the RBP274

and RNA. Consistent with experimental studies of RBP–RNA275

mixtures (20, 22, 36, 41, 43), the RNA-like polymer promotes276

phase separation of the trivalent RBP; i.e., a higher critical277

inverse interaction strength and a broader coexistence region278

is obtained for the mixture versus the pure protein system (red279

curve in Fig. 1B).280

As in the case of the Whi3–RNA mixture (22, 41), the281

trivalent RBPs interact with the RNA polymer via different282

sites than those used for protein–protein association. This sug-283

gests that the RNA polymer acts as a high-valency molecule284

that effectively enhances the connectivity of the protein liq-285

uid network. Indeed the average number of protein–protein286

bonds in the RBP condensate increases fourfold when three287

40-mer RNA-like polymers are added to the RBP system288

at an inter–protein interaction strength of 11 :�) (Fig. 2).289

Experiments and simulations have recently demonstrated that290

increasing the protein valency raises the critical temperature291

for phase separation (16, 72). These findings are consistent292

with earlier predictions by Bianchi et al. (87). Li et al. (5) also293

obtained a strong correlation between the phase boundary and294

the valency of interacting molecules for engineered SH3m-295

PRMn protein mixtures. Importantly, Rao and Parker (88)296

demonstrated that mRNA enhanced P-body assembly by pro-297

viding multiple interaction sites for certain P-body proteins.298

Moreover, mutations that hindered RNA-binding suppressed299

P-body formation (88). Ries et al. (89) recently showed that300

polymethylated mRNAs can act as multivalent scaffolds for301

binding certain proteins and driving LLPS.302

We also test whether multiple RNA-like polymers can also303

enhance LLPS. Thus, in addition to the original RBP—RNA304

mixture, we study the phase behavior for systems containing305

two (2x40-mer) and three (3x40-mer) RNA-like chains.Within306

our model, we obtain a monotonic increase in the critical point307

for LLPS and a widening of the coexistence region Fig. 1B.308

Thus, in all cases tested, the RNA-like polymer enhances309

LLPS of our patchy RBPs. We note that, by construction, our310

model is only valid at low to moderate RNA concentrations,311

where our approximation that RNA behaves as a self-avoiding312

polymer (rather than exhibiting long-range repulsion) and313

the assumption that RNA does not compete for RBP—RBP314

binding sites are reasonable. In other words, the monotonic315

LLPS enhancement we observe is not expected to hold at high316

RNA concentrations.317

To verify the preceding predictions obtained via the mini-318

mal model, we investigated the effects of PolyU RNA on the319

phase behavior of the ALS-associated RBP fused in sarcoma320

(FUS). FUS is an ideal example of an RBP that can both321

undergo LLPS on its own via homotypic interactions (17, 90,322

91) and exhibit phase separation enhancement (i.e., undergo323

LLPS at low protein concentrations) in the presence of a low324

to moderate concentrations of RNA (92–94). Using a repa-325

rameterization (65) of the residue-level coarse-grained model326

of Dignon et al. (61) (Fig. 1D), we compute the phase diagram327

of the pure FUS system (Fig. 1E), and then probe the impact328

of adding moderate concentrations of PolyU [modeled using329

the parameters proposed in ref. (95)]. For the high-resolution330

simulations, each residue/nucleic acid is represented by a sin-331

gle bead (with associated hydrophobicity, mass, and charge);332

therefore, we are able to delineate which protein/RNA regions333

drive LLPS.334

Consistent with experiments (17, 90, 91), we observe335

that FUS phase separates due to homotypic interactions—336

mainly via hydrophobic PLD–PLD (PLD = prion-like domain)337

interactions and cation–c interactions between Tyr residues in338

the PLD and Arg residues in RGG (RGG = Arg-Gly-Gly rich339

regions) domains (see SI Appendix Fig. S2B). Importantly,340

whenwe add increasing amounts of PolyU, we observe that the341

critical temperature of the mixture also exhibits a monotonic342

increase, by 0.8–2.4% for 1–3 chains of 175 nt (Fig. 1E), which343

implies that addition of RNA permits phase separation of FUS344

at higher temperatures, where the phase separation of FUS345

alone is unfavorable. Since temperature in the coarse-grained346

model directly impacts the relative strength of protein–protein347

interactions, this result also suggests that addition of RNA348

would permit the formation of FUS condensates under other349

unfavorable LLPS conditions (e.g., salt, pH, etc). Unlike350

our minimal model, the residue-level coarse-grained model351

considers explicitly the electrostatic repulsion among RNA352

chains and the competition of RNA for specific scaffold–353

scaffold binding sites—e.g., it accounts for arginine-rich354

regions being utilized for FUS–FUS interactions, as well355

as for FUS–RNA interactions. Therefore, it can be used356

to investigate the role of higher concentrations of RNA in357

FUS condensates. These analyses reveal that higher RNA358

concentrations dissolves the FUS condensates (SI Appendix359

Fig. S3), as observed experimentally (21).360

If we compare the phase diagrams computed with both361

models at low to moderate concentrations of RNA, we observe362

that both predict an increase in the size of the coexistence363

region upon insertion of RNA (Fig. 1B and E). However, the364

condensed-branch of the residue-level coarse-grained phase365

diagrams (Fig. 1E) do not exhibit the marked increase in366

density upon insertion of the PolyU chains predicted by our367

minimal model (Fig. 1B). Although both models predict an368

enhancement in the connectivity of FUS proteins due to addi-369

tion of PolyU (see Fig. 2B), our minimal model overestimates370

such enhancement. We note that the residue-level model likely371

describes the experimental phase behavior of FUS–RNA mix-372

tures better because it accounts more adequately for the actual373

size, shape, flexibility, and chemical identity of the different374

molecular species involved in LLPS.375

However, while our minimal model was designed to study376

general features of RBPs–RNA LLPS, it can be conveniently377

parameterized to study specific protein–RNA systems (such as378

FUS–RNA mixtures) more intimately. For example, whereas379

in the current study the RNA-like polymer interacts with RBPs380

in a nonspecific manner, selective binding can be introduced381

in the model via simple pairwise definitions. Despite the382
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Figure 2: RNA enhances the average valency of RNA-binding proteins. Systems in (A) and (B) are identical, in terms of
composition, to those in Fig. 1B and E. (A) Average protein valency (bonds/f3) as a function of number of RNA chains (=),
computed via the patchy-particle–polymer model at an inter-protein interaction strength (i.e., �?A>C–?A>C ) of 11 :�) . The
density of each system was first equilibrated to the coexisting density of the condensed-liquid branch of their respective phase
diagram (i.e., without interfaces). The systems were then simulated in the #+) ensemble to determine the average protein
valency in the droplet. (Right panel) Zoomed-in snapshots of some RBPs within the simulation box showing differences
in inter-protein connectivity. For clarity, the RNA-like polymers not depicted in the uppermost snapshot. (B) Inter-protein
connectivity (bonds/nm3); bonds correspond to inter-protein or protein–RNA contacts, as described in the SI Appendix) versus
number of PolyU chains (=), computed via the reparameterized residue-level coarse-grained model (61, 65, 95) at 393K. The
systems were prepared as in (A); i.e., isotropic #?) simulations, followed by #+) ensemble computations to measure the
droplet inter-protein connectivity. (Right panel) Zoomed-in snapshots of some FUS proteins within the simulation box showing
differences in inter-protein connectivity. For clarity, the PolyU chains are not depicted in the uppermost snapshot. In (A) and (B)
error bars (i.e., standard error) are of the same size or smaller than the symbols.

limitations of a minimal approximation, the preceding residue-383

level study demonstrates the usefulness of a minimal model384

in capturing qualitative trends of RNA-driven LLPS at low385

to moderate RNA concentrations. Therefore, in what follows,386

we exploit the advantage of the minimal model to access the387

sufficiently large system sizes and long timescales needed388

to elucidate the thermodynamic and kinetic mechanism of389

RNA-driven RBP LLPS. We then present a comprehensive390

look at the regulation of condensate stability by RNA, and391

how this is modulated by the addition of different types of392

proteins to the RBP–RNA condensates.393

Moderate RNA concentrations accelerate the394

nucleation and growth of RBPs condensates395

Beyond increasing the size of the coexistence region by396

connectivity-enhancement, the question is: how is the ther-397

modynamic and kinetic mechanism of RBP LLPS impacted398

by RNA? To investigate this, we define a “protein cluster399

size” order parameter &, that measures the average number400

of proteins in a given protein cluster (i.e., & loosely describes401

the size of the emerging protein condensates) throughout402

our simulations. We first determine whether a protein is in a403

diluted or condensed region by employing a nearest neighbor404

criterion (96); wherein, proteins are assigned to condensed405

regions if, within a cutoff distance of 1.26f, they have at406

least three neighbors. Once all proteins are assigned, two407

proteins are considered to be part of the same condensed408

region (i.e, protein cluster) if they are separated by less than409

1.26f from each other. The size of the largest protein cluster410

(&1), therefore, probes the nucleation potential of the system.411

We first computed &1 at different inter-protein interaction412

strengths for the pure protein system and in the presence of413

one–three 40-mer RNA-like polymers (Fig. 3A). The critical414

protein–protein interaction strength (10.786 :�)) for the pure415

protein system is indicated on the figure (i.e., vertical dashed416

line). Below this threshold (i.e., left of the vertical line), the417

largest cluster in the pure RBP system contains about 50418

proteins. At a given inter-protein interaction strength, the size419

of the largest protein cluster increases monotonically as more420

RNA-like polymers are added. Strikingly, there is a 10-fold421

increase in the size of the largest protein cluster (ca. 600422

proteins) upon adding three 40-mer RNA-like polymers at423

inter-protein interaction strengths where the pure RBP does424

not phase separate (i.e., below 10.786 :�)). Additionally,425

when RNA is added, we obtain a gain (of approximately426

1 :�)) in the stability of protein clusters. It follows that RNA427

effectively recruits numerous protein molecules and increases428

the thermodynamic stability of protein clusters.429

We then probe the evolution of the two largest protein430

clusters (denoted&1+&2) as a function of time (Fig. 3B). In the431

early stages of condensation, protein clusters have a tendency432

to fuse and segregate often, and so the number of proteins433

in the two largest clusters is a more robust condensation434
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Figure 3: Thermodynamics and kinetics of protein cluster formation. (A) For a system containing 1000 RBPs, we measure the
number of RBPs in the largest equilibrium cluster (&1) versus the protein–protein interaction strength (�?A>C–?A>C ). We then
add = (= = 1,2,3) chains of a 40-mer RNA-like polymer and again measure the size of the largest protein cluster. The horizontal
axis is scaled based on the critical inverse protein–protein interaction strength for LLPS of the pure RBP (1/�2

'�%
; vertical

dashed line). At a protein–protein interaction strength of 10.5 :�) (or �2
'�%
/�?A>C–?A>C ≈ 1.05), snapshots of the RBP+RNA

(3x40-mer) mixture (top) and the pure RBP (bottom) are shown in the leftmost panel. A large distinct protein cluster forms in
the RBP–RNA mixture versus smaller dispersed clusters in pure protein system. (B) For the pure RBP (black curve) and the
RBP+RNA (3x40-mer) mixture (blue curve), we evaluate the number of RBPs in the two largest clusters (&1 +&2) as a function
of time (C∗; as defined in the SI Appendix) at an inter-protein bond strength of 12 :�) (or �2

'�%
/�?A>C–?A>C ≈ 0.90). Left of

the vertical dashed line both systems exist as well-mixed fluids. Both systems equilibrate to form phase-separated condensates
(i.e., LLPS).

parameter than just&1. To obtain a homogeneous distribution435

of proteins in the simulation box, we initially zeroed all436

attractive interactions in each system. We then activate all437

attractive interactions; setting the protein–protein interaction438

strength to a value where both systems undergo LLPS (i.e.,439

12 :�)). Therefore, &1 + &2 versus time directly measures440

the speed of condensate formation. We find that the two441

largest condensates form approximately four times faster in442

the presence of the polymer (i.e., 3x40-mer RNAs) than in443

the pure system. Furthermore, whereas the condensate grows444

in a roughly monotonic fashion in the RBP–RNA mixture445

(blue curve in Fig. 3B), condensate sizes fluctuate to a greater446

extent (black curve in Fig. 3B) in the absence of the RNA.447

Our simulations explain the origin of these important448

differences in the kinetic mechanism of condensate formation449

in the absence and presence of RNA. In the absence of RNA,450

RBPs initially form many small protein-rich nuclei. Growth451

of these small nuclei is dependent on their capacity to out-452

compete one another for binding to the free RBPs that remain453

in the diluted phase, and/or are undergoing fusion among454

themselves. This competition, along with time needed for fu-455

sion of many clusters, effectively slows down the condensation456

process, and results in the initial lag-time we observe, before457

the exponential growth rate begins (black curve in Fig. 3B).458

In contrast, when RNA is present, we observe formation of459

only a few dominant nuclei (i.e., as many clusters as there are460

RNA strands), which reduces competition and facilities their461

growth and dominance. This results in RNA considerably462

accelerating the formation rate of the equilibrium condensate,463

and a negligible lag time (blue curve in Fig. 3B).464

Therefore, in addition to increasing the stability of conden-465

sates, RNA promotes LLPS by accelerating the nucleation and466

growth of condensates. In the literature, Falahati et al. (25) pro-467

posed a seeding mechanism for the formation of the nucleolus.468

Specifically, they reported that rRNA transcription precedes469

nucleolus assembly (25), which subsequently recruits and lo-470

calizes nucleolar proteins–fostering protein cross-linking and471

eventual condensation. Our results are consistent with these472

findings; demonstrating that RNA may drive RBP condensa-473

tion by facilitating the formation of the first condensate nuclei474

(even in conditions where RBPs alone cannot nucleate), and475

also by accelerating the growth of such nuclei once formed476

(with respect to the rate of growth of RBPs alone).477

Ability of RNA to increase condensate stability478

depends on the composition of the system479

Banani and coworkers (38) provided an initial framework to480

explain compositional control of membraneless organelles.481

Specifically, they demonstrated how low valency molecules482

(termed clients) can be recruited to condensates by binding483

to scaffolds (molecules that can phase separate on their own).484

They also highlighted that the valencies and relative concen-485

trations of scaffolds and clients played significant roles in486

dictating the final droplet composition. In another study, Saha487

et al. (20) found that competition among certain proteins for488

RNA-binding sites altered P granule-like droplet composition.489

Here, we investigate how RNA may affect condensate490
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stability in systems containing different types of proteins. In491

particular, we examine cooperation and competition effects in492

multicomponent mixtures comprising scaffolds, clients, and493

low concentrations of RNA. First, we consider the case of an494

intracellular mixture containing scaffolds and clients. Clients495

are defined as low valency proteins that cannot phase separate496

on their own (i.e., via homotypic client–client interactions);497

importantly, clients can be trafficked into the condensates by498

binding with high-affinity at the same sites used for homotypic499

scaffold–scaffold interactions. The protein composition of this500

mixture is 64% scaffolds (trivalent proteins; Fig. 4A) and 36%501

clients (divalent proteins; Fig. 4A)—i.e., the mixture con-502

tains a scaffold-to-client ratio of 1.78—and all inter-protein503

interaction strengths are equivalent. Notably, in comparison504

to the pure RBP (in Fig. 1B), this mixture shows reduced505

propensity to phase separate (i.e., a drop in the critical inverse506

protein–protein interaction strength by ∼7%; see SI Appendix507

Fig. S3). This result agrees well with the original scaffold–508

client model (38) predictions, and is further supported by509

previous computational (68) and experimental work (69).510

For example, Nguemaha and Zhou (68) demonstrated that511

regulators of LLPS (analogous to clients in this case) may512

lead to suppression of driver (i.e., scaffolds) phase separa-513

tion if regulator–driver binding affinities are comparable to514

driver–driver ones. In this scenario, regulators/clients dis-515

place drivers/scaffolds from the condensate at the expense516

of weakening the strength and connectivity of the percolated517

network (68, 72).518

We then add RNA to the reference scaffold–client mixture,519

and investigatewhether RNAenhances LLPS of this system. In520

particular, we consider the case where, in addition to scaffolds,521

clients bind to RNA with high affinity. To probe the effects of522

RNA,we simulate themixture very close to the critical protein–523

protein interaction strength of the reference client-scaffold524

mixture (i.e., 11.75 :�) ; see SI Appendix Fig. S4 and Fig. 4B).525

Upon equilibration, no LLPS is observed (Mixture I in Table 1;526

Fig. 4C); i.e., absence of sharp and well-defined interfaces.527

Interestingly, the RNA-like polymer is almost entirely coated528

by scaffolds (∼84%), despite the binding strength of both client529

and scaffold proteins with the RNA being equal (Table 1).530

This disparity in the type of proteins coating the polymer531

strongly suggests that the dissociation constants for the higher532

valency scaffolds (that can form more bonds with surrounding533

molecules) are smaller. Thus, higher valency RBPs have a534

greater probability of remaining bound to RNA (and bound535

in the percolating network).536

Consequently, in a mixture containing both RNA-binding537

scaffolds and RNA-binding clients, RNA shows a preference538

for interacting with the scaffolds (even though in our model539

both scaffold–RNA and client–RNA bonds have the same540

interaction strength by construction). On similar grounds, scaf-541

folds preferentially associate with adjacent scaffolds, creating542

a higher concentration of clients in the remaining mixture.543

We quantify the scaffold-to-client ratio in the remaining mix-544

ture (i.e., the effective ratio) by considering all proteins in545

the system, except those that are directly coating the RNA546

polymer. This quantity allows us to estimate the amount of547

scaffolds that are available for binding to (and recruiting)548

clients. In Mixture I, we find that the effective scaffold-to-549

client ratio decreases by ∼7% with respect to the reference550

mixture. Our recent work (72) demonstrates that the addition551

of low-valency clients that are strong competitors for scaffold–552

scaffold interactions (like the ones in Mixture I) decreases553

the stability of condensates by diminishing the connectivity554

of the liquid network, and that this effect is amplified as the555

scaffold-to-client ratio decreases. Therefore, in the presence556

of strong-competing clients and with a limited amount of557

scaffolds, RNA indirectly decreases the connectivity of the558

condensed liquid by essentially reducing the effective scaffold-559

to-client ratio. Hence, the net effect is that droplet formation560

is not enhanced in the presence of RNA; indeed, the size of561

the largest protein cluster (&1) decreases by ∼3% when the562

RNA-like polymer is added to the mixture. Conversely, we563

find that when clients do not compete for scaffold binding564

sites a reduction in the effective scaffold-to-client ratio does565

not inhibit LLPS (SI Appendix Fig. S5); since clients cannot566

replace LLPS-stabilizing scaffold–scaffold connections with567

LLPS-inhibiting scaffold–client ones.568

Next, we test the effect of the RNA-like polymer on the569

phase behavior of amixture of RNA-binding scaffolds and non-570

RNA-binding clients (i.e., the interaction strength between571

the client proteins and the RNA is set to zero; Mixture II in572

Table 1 and Fig. 4D). Clients compete with the RNA polymer573

(and with the scaffolds themselves) for binding to the scaffold574

proteins. However, clients are now unable to bind directly575

to the RNA polymer; hence, upon equilibration, ∼99% of576

the molecules coating the RNA polymer are scaffolds. The577

interaction of scaffolds with RNA and adjacent scaffolds ef-578

fectively decreases the ratio of available scaffolds to clients579

by ∼13% with respect to the reference mixing ratio. There are580

effectively more clients in the remaining mixture that compete581

strongly with scaffolds for scaffold–scaffold binding sites;582

hence, the more LLPS-stabilizing scaffold–scaffold connec-583

tions are replaced by connectivity-diminishing scaffold–client584

ones. Thus, the size of the largest protein cluster diminishes585

(i.e., Δ&1 ≈ −7%) and droplet formation is not enhanced586

(Mixture II in Table 1). In fact, the reduction in the size of587

the largest protein clusters (i.e., nucleation is suppressed)588

in Mixtures I and II suggests that the RNA inhibits phase589

separation in these systems.590

Finally, we assess the effects of RNA on the phase bound-591

aries of a mixture of non-RNA-binding scaffolds and RNA-592

binding clients (i.e., we switch off the attractive interaction593

between the scaffolds and the RNA; Mixture III in Table 1).594

Addition of the RNA-like polymer increases the size of the595

largest protein cluster by ∼7%. RNA enhances LLPS of this596

system (Fig. 4E) because it exclusively recruits clients and ef-597

fectively sequestrates them away from scaffolds. Accordingly,598

RNA decreases the availability of clients that would otherwise599

compete with scaffold self assembly. Hence, droplet formation600
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Table 1: We start with a reference mixture containing 64% (768 trivalent proteins) scaffolds and 36% (432 divalent proteins)
clients (i.e., a ref. scaffold-to-client ratio of 1.78) that can undergo LLPS. We then add a 40-mer RNA at an inter-protein
interaction strength of 11.75 :�) (i.e., close to the critical protein–protein interaction strength of the original scaffold–client
mixture), modulate the cross interactions between the mixture components, and analyze whether the RNA polymer enhances
LLPS reference of the mixture. To assess the ratio of scaffolds to clients remaining after coating the RNA, we consider all
scaffolds and clients that are not directly bound to the RNA polymer. The change in this ratio is computed with respect to the
1.78 reference value. We also assess the change in &1 (number of scaffolds and clients in the largest cluster) to quantify the
enhancement or inhibition of LLPS of the mixture upon adding RNA. Snapshots of observed phase behaviors are given in Fig 4.

Mixture I II III

client–scaffold interaction? yes yes yes
client–RNA interaction? yes no yes

scaffold–RNA interaction? yes yes no
proteins coating RNA 84±0.5% scaffolds 99±0.5% scaffolds 1±0.5% scaffolds

scaffold-to-client ratio after RNA coating 1.65±0.01 1.55±0.01 2.27±0.01
change in scaffold-to-client ratio -7±0.5% -13±0.5% +28±0.5%

variation in size of largest protein cluster (Δ&1) -3±1% -7±1% +7±1%
RNA enhances LLPS? no no yes

is promoted when RNA shows a preference for clients; in this601

finalmixture, clients constitute∼99%of themolecules coating602

the RNA polymer. Ergo, the effective ratio of scaffolds-to-603

clients increases; ensuring that there are sufficient free-binding604

sites on the scaffolds to foster scaffold–scaffold interactions605

and phase separation.606

Mixing non-RNA-binding scaffolds and RNA-binding607

clientswithRNAyieldsmultiphase condensateswith amarked608

spatial segregation of the RNA and associated clients in the609

condensate (Fig. 4E); in contrast to the binary RNA-binding610

scaffold–RNA mixture (i.e., without clients), where the RNA611

is embedded within the liquid drop (bottom panel in Fig. 1C),612

the client-coatedRNA is now located near the droplet interface.613

Even in the other mixtures (Fig. 4C and 4D), where no marked614

protein phase separation is observed, the RNA is, in general,615

uniformly coated by the surrounding proteins. This spatial616

segregation can be rationalized from the smaller contribution617

that low valency proteins are expected to have to the interfacial618

free energy and the melting enthalpy of condensates (37, 97,619

98). Consequently, the client-coated RNA migrates to the620

edge of the condensate to minimize both the interfacial free621

energy of the system and the chemical potential of the droplet.622

Overall, we find that spatial segregation of species623

within condensates leading to multiphase condensates can624

be achieved in multicomponent mixtures, and is controlled625

by fine-tuning the effective scaffold-to-client ratio and in-626

teraction strengths among species. Our results agree well627

with recent experiments where it is reported that different628

polymers partition into multiphase droplets depending on629

the relative interactions between mixture components (99,630

100). Such multiphase segregation within condensates has631

also been reported for mixtures of model IDPs and RNA (97),632

as well as the nucleolus (37) and stress granules (101), where633

internal structuring into various sub-compartments (e.g., a634

core-shell) may arise. Hence, the present model may prove use-635

ful in advancing our understanding of LLPS into multiphase636

biomolecular condensates.637

CONCLUSIONS638

In this work, we have introduced a patchy-particle–polymer639

model capable of probing LLPS in protein–RNA mixtures640

from a mechanistic and thermodynamic point of view. Specif-641

ically, we have studied the effects of RNA: (8) on phase642

separation of model RBPs, (88) on the thermodynamics and643

kinetics of condensate formation, and (888) in the stability644

of multicomponent phase-separated protein–RNA mixtures.645

From our simulations, fundamental rules/features relating to646

LLPS in these systems emerge, at low to moderate RNA con-647

centrations: (1) RNAs can act as high-valency molecules that648

promote phase separation by increasing the effective valency649

(i.e., connectivity) of RBPs (scaffolds); (2) RNA molecules650

increase the stability of condensates and accelerate the nu-651

cleation process; (3) addition of RNA to phase-separated652

scaffold–client (low-valency proteins) mixtures can lead to653

suppression of LLPS due to competition between RNA and654

clients for scaffold binding sites; (4) spatial segregation of655

components within phase-separated protein–RNA droplets656

is controlled by fine-tuning the effective ratio of scaffold to657

client proteins and interaction strengths of components. In658

particular, our work suggests that inhomogeneous cellular659

bodies may form at low RNA concentrations, when the RNA660

polymer exhibits a higher affinity for client proteins than for661

scaffolds.662

Our findings provide an account of how low to moder-663

ate concentrations of RNA can significantly enhance phase664

separation of RNA binding proteins—enabling LLPS even665

under unfavorable conditions (e.g., super critical temperatures,666
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Figure 4: Composition of biomolecular condensates is regulated by the relative interaction strengths of molecular components.
(A) Depiction of clients (divalent proteins), scaffolds (trivalent proteins) and a 40-mer RNA. (B) Reference client–scaffold
mixture composed of 36% divalent proteins (clients) and 64% trivalent proteins (scaffolds) at an inter-protein interaction
strength of 11.75 :�) . (C)–(E) Phase behavior of client–scaffold–RNA mixtures (i.e., Mixtures I–III) described in Table 1.

extreme pHs, subsaturation protein concentrations)—and pos-667

tulates the high-valency of RNAs as the molecular origin of668

such enhancement. The high-valency of RNA is a critical669

modulator of RBP LLPS because it augments the molecular670

connectivity of condensates (thereby increasing their stabil-671

ity), and increases the enthalpic gain of bringing many RBPs672

in close contact to form the first nuclei. The mechanisms pro-673

posed here to explain how the influence of RNA on the phase674

behavior of RNA-binding proteins can be used to guide the675

design of in vitro experiments. Together, our work provides a676

useful tool for interrogating protein–RNA systems, and for677

elucidating mechanisms of intracellular liquid–liquid phase678

separation.679
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